
 

Welcome back!! 

 

I am super happy to be back with you ladies and gentlemen for the next several weeks. Let me remind you all, if you 
need to speak with us, for any reason, feel free to send us an email and we will get to it in a jiffy. (No one says that 
anymore-but there it is.) Anyway, if you need to contact us remember our emails: 

 

Hana Smith (A-K):  hana.smith@boyle.kyschools.us 

Dana Stigall (L-Z):  dana.stigall@boyle.kyschools.us 

Jennifer Clark:  jennifer.clark@boyle.kyschools.us 

  

Let’s start back with a little reminder about self-care. Whenever you start a routine, or in this case, go back to a 

routine, it is a great time to add healthy habits into your daily life. Now that we’ve all had a week off, let’s go back into 

our school routine, thinking of how to make it work for us. 

 

Most importantly, we need to be kind to ourselves! 

  

 



 

All of these recommendations are ways to take care of ourselves, without adding too much stress to our routines. 

 

 

And for something fun: 

Orangutans befriend a romp of otters 

This article is adorable...and needs to be followed up by this video. 

Why Animal Groups Have Quirky Names 

 

Yes, I love videos and articles about animal friends. 

But before you think I’ve totally gone off the cutesy deep-end, I also spent a great deal of time during the break 
watching hockey movies. And hockey documentaries. 

People, I love hockey. 

 

My interests are all over the place and I am taking advantage of this alternate type routine we have to embrace those 
interests, and expand into different areas. This is my recommendation to you. Try something new or explore an 
interest you’ve already had, but were unable to explore in depth. 

 

Make this time count for you.  

 

I am going to watch this one tonight! 

The Russian Five 

 

If anyone has a good hockey movie recommendation or article, email me. 

 

Until tomorrow! 

 

--  

Hana Smith 

School Counselor 

Boyle County High School 

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/orangutans-otters-pairi-daiza
https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/500574/murder-crows-romp-otters-heres-why-animal-groups-have-quirky-names
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X74BexWy4iw
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Preview YouTube video THE RUSSIAN FIVE | Official HD Trailer (2019) | DOCUMENTARY | Film Threat Trailers 
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